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Joomla! 1.6: A User's Guide: Building a Successful Joomla! Powered Website (3rd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2011

	Joomla is an open source content management system (CMS) that anyone can download for free (see forge.joomla.org/sf/go/projects.joomla/frs). This makes it an ideal choice for small businesses. Don’t let the price tag fool you, though; Joomla is powerful and robust, and more big organizations are choosing to use open source software...
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gnuplot CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	gnuplot is a free, open source plotting program that has been in wide use since 1986.

	It's used as the graphics backend by many other programs, so plenty of people use gnuplot

	without knowing it. If you've used Octave, Maxima, statist, gretl, or the Emacs graphing

	calculator, you've already used gnuplot.


...
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Advanced Joomla!Apress, 2013

	Advanced Joomla! teaches you advanced techniques for customizing a Joomla! CMS, including creating templates, administration, and building extensions. It will provide the technical know-how and a bonanza of information that will allow you to take your Joomla! sites to the next level.

	

	Written by bestselling...
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Hacking Capitalism: The Free and Open Source Software Movement (Routledge Research in Information Technology and Society)Routledge, 2007

	The Free and Open Source Software (FOSS) movement demonstrates how labour can self-organise production, and, as is shown by the free operating system GNU/Linux, even compete with some of the worlds largest firms. The book examines the hopes of such thinkers as Friedrich Schiller, Karl Marx, Herbert Marcuse and Antonio Negri, in the light of...
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Beginning HibernateApress, 2014

	Beginning Hibernate, Third Edition is ideal if you’re experienced in Java with databases (the traditional, or "connected," approach), but new to open-source, lightweight Hibernate, a leading object-relational mapping and database-oriented application development framework.


	This book packs in information...
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The Physics of Foraging: An Introduction to Random Searches and Biological EncountersCambridge University Press, 2011

	Do the movements of animals, including humans, follow patterns that can be described quantitatively by simple laws of motion? If so, then why? These questions have attracted the attention of scientists in many disciplines, and stimulated debates ranging from ecological matters to queries such as 'how can there be free will if one follows...
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Post-Optimal Analysis in Linear Semi-Infinite Optimization (SpringerBriefs in Optimization)Springer, 2014

	Post-Optimal Analysis in Linear Semi-Infinite Optimization examines the following topics in regards to linear semi-infinite optimization: modeling uncertainty, qualitative stability analysis, quantitative stability analysis and sensitivity analysis. Linear semi-infinite optimization (LSIO) deals with linear optimization...
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Python Web Penetration Testing CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 60 indispensable Python recipes to ensure you always have the right code on hand for web application testing


	About This Book

	
		Get useful guidance on writing Python scripts and using libraries to put websites and web apps through their paces
	
		Find the script you need to deal with any...
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Rust Programming By Example: Enter the world of Rust by building engaging, concurrent, reactive, and robust applicationsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Discover the world of Rust programming through real-world examples

	
		Key Features

		
			Implement various features of Rust to build blazingly fast applications
	
			Learn to build GUI applications using Gtk-rs
	
			Explore the multi-threading aspect of Rust to tackle...
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How to Set Up Information Systems: A Non-Specialist's Guide to the Multiview AppproachEarthscan, 2003
A spectacular dialogue of the deaf has been on-going for many years. Information systems are as misunderstood today as they have been for a decade. The designers who make them, the managers who commission them and the stakeholders who use them consistently fail to communicate with each other resulting in the inevitable plethora of systems failures...
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Practical Ruby GemsApress, 2007
Practical Ruby Gems is a comprehensive guide to utilizing and creating Ruby Gems--ready-made Ruby code modules that can be easily added to Ruby and Rails projects. This book is ideal for Ruby programmers as well as web developers who use Rails and wish to extend the functionality of their projects.

You'll get a prime selection of 34 of...
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Joomla! For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2009

	With its pre-coded modules, open source Joomla! is popular for building interactive Web sites without writing code. This Web site design tool lets you build sites with discussions, polling, RSS feeds, picture submissions, shopping carts, and a lot more, quickly and easily and the quickest, easiest way to learn how to use it is Joomla! For...
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